
 

 

 

 

 

 

Glenys Stacey, Chief Regulator  

Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation  

Spring Place, Coventry Business Park  

Herald Avenue  

Coventry  

CV56UB 

 

24th July 2014 

Dear Ms Stacey, 

The Political Studies Association has recently completed OFQUAL’s GCSE and A-level 

reform consultation (Ofqual/14/5466) and I should be grateful if you would consider this 

letter and the concerns outlined below alongside our submission. 

Many of our Teacher Members (in England, Wales and Northern Ireland) have raised the 

following concerns with regard to the ongoing A-level reforms, with particular focus to the 

Government and Politics A-level: 

1. Concern surrounding the length of reforms 

We share the concern of many of our teacher members that Government and Politics A-

level will be among the final A-levels to be reformed, leaving it in continued uncertainty 

and with the possible consequence of schools deciding to cease teaching the subject.  We 

believe, however, that the qualification is already academically rigorous and a good 

benchmark for universities to accurately identify the level of attainment of students 

planning to progress to undergraduate study at a UK Higher Education institution. 

2. Concern of narrowing A-level syllabus 

Whilst we are not making a case for or against A-level qualifications being assessed on a 

linear principle, we are, however, concerned that this could lead to a narrowing A-level 

syllabus where only 3 linear subjects are selected in a student’s first year of Key Stage 5 

study. 

Although the subject’s popularity among students is currently greater than other subjects 

that will be reformed earlier, Government and Politics class sizes can often be modest and 

any factor that could further reduce participation in this subject will be detrimental for 

Government and Politics teachers, many of whom could face redundancy or unnecessary 

retraining.  

At University level academics are already concerned by the narrowing base of subjects 

studied by British students. 



3. Concern of A-level structure 

We share the concerns of our teacher members that the co-teachability of the AS and A-

level specifications remains unclear and there are outstanding questions around whether 

schools will find it difficult to timetable and resource this. 

This is a further concern from an admissions point of view: there is a strong case for 

students undertaking examinations at the end of their first year of study because these 

examinations provide more tangible data on which to base admission/selection decisions. 

 

Government and Politics is a valued and important element of sixth form study and we 

urge you to consider the concerns as outlined above as part of OFQUAL’s consultation.   

I would be grateful to hear your views on this important issue.  

 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Helena Djurkovic 

Chief Executive Officer 

Political Studies Association UK 
 
 
 

 
 
 


